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Questions
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Does the classical Turing
machine paradigm suit to
modern computing?
Are interactive computations
more powerful than algorithms?
How can we make interactive
computations more powerful?
What are the main
characteristics of
contemporary computing?
What computational models
correspond to such computing?
Is it necessary to change the
notion of computation?

Main message
Computations should no
longer be seen as finite
processes whose parameters are fixed before
the start of processing.
Rather, computations are
potentially
infinite
evolutionary
processes
whose parameters can
change during the processing in an unpredictable way in interaction
with their environment.

The Turing machine paradigm:
Any algorithmic process can be simulated
by a Turing machine

?

The Internet
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Ad-hoc nets
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systems
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Brain
Brain

Turing machine

The Universe
DNA processing

Relativistic
Computing

“natural” computing

A classical view of computing
Classical Turing machine:
Input tape of length n

……
Working Tape
Finite
Control

Computational scenario:
• finite input data present prior to the start of computation
• no new data added or changed during a computation
• the result only after the termination, in a finite time
• no data transferred to a future computation

“Always on” computing
 - Turing machine:
…

Infinite one-way read only input tape

…
Finite
Control

Computational scenario:
• an infinite stream of input symbols

Working tape

A generalization
of Büchi automaton

• a single infinite computation possibly entering and re-entering accepting
states
• acceptance: an  -machine accepts its infinite input iff it enters an
accepting state infinitely many times

Interactive computing
interactive Turing machine (JvL& 2001):

…

Infinite one-way read only input tape

…
Finite
Control

Working Tape

Infinite one-way write only output tape

Computational scenario:
• a potentially infinite stream of finite inputs

…

• a sequence of individual computations
• data can be kept for future computations
• the result is an infinite sequence of results of individual computations
• in general, there is a dependence between the past outputs and the next
inputs (“environmental feedback”): interaction

Is interaction really more powerful than algorithms?
Peter Wegner
1932-2017

Interactive Turing machines
• they make use of the

same machinery as classical TM do,
but they compute under a different scenario;
• they compute translations of infinite streams to infinite
streams;
• they are not “more powerful”, they merely compute with
different entities
__________________________________________________

How can we make computers “more powerful”? What
computational resource must be added to interactive
Turing machines in order to compute qualitatively “more”
than the standard interactive Turing machine?
What about allowing a modification of their hardware or
software in the course of their computation?

Modeling the evolution of finite interactive
computing systems
Model 1 – hardware evolution model
by a finit
Observation: in between any two subsequent hardware changes
of system’s components, the system can be modeled e automaton
Definition: (van Leeuwen, Wiedermann) An evolving automaton (EA)
is a (non-computable) infinite sequence A1,A2,… of finite
automata with information transfer among its members via
states at times determined by EA switching schedule

Q1  Q2  Q3  … and Qi Si = set of states of Ai

S1
t1..t2

S2
t2+1..t3

S3
t3+1..t4

etc.
…

Switching
schedule

Model 2: software evolution model
Computing with advice – interactive TM with advice (JvL&W 2001)
Output port
Input port

…

The value f(t) of
advice depends
only on time t,
not on the input
seen so far

Working Tape
Finite
Control
Calling advice

Start

Advice tape: upon request
at time t contains advice f(t)
Inserting
advice

Basic complexity results

Model 1 and Model 2 are computationally equivalent:

1) EA  ITM/A : use the description of EA as the advice for the
ITM/A

2)

ITM/A  EA: during periods of an ITM/A computations of
changeless space complexity, with the same advice, this ATM/A
is equivalent to a finite state automaton

A consequence:
• At each time the Internet can be seen as a giant finite automaton
• The computations of the Internet and its evolution over time
can be captured by an evolving automaton, and hence,
• the Internet can be modeled by an ITM/A

Advice

Hierarchies
Faster growing evolving automata compute strictly more then
slower growing automata

Interactive TMs with a faster growing advice function compute
strictly more than ITMs with a slower growing advice function

Red-green Turing machines
Input tape of length n

…
Working Tape
Finite
Control

Classical model:
• two kinds of states:

• working states
• accept/reject state
• finite input
• the result only after the
termination, in a finite time

Revocation
(“mind change”)

Red-green model:
• two kinds of states:

• red (rejecting) states
• green (accepting) states
• finite input
• the result only after the
computation stabilizes in either
red or green states

etc.

Computational power of red-green machines:

A special case of red-green Turing machines: (1936)

Turing’s non-terminating circular a-machines
Input tape of length n

RTM:

…
Finite
Control

Working tape
Output tape

Revocation
(“mind change”)

A ntcTM never halts while producing but a finite no. of outputs
Theorem: Let A be a ntcTM, let R be a rgTM, let x be an
input string and let f: {0,1} → {0,1}* be a partial function.
Then f(x) is computed by A if and only if f(x) is computed by
R with 2 f(x) mind changes.

etc.

Computing the Incomputable:
Relativistic Computing
Falling
observer

Black Hole

Singularity

Orbiting Computer

Malament Hogarth Event

Inner Horizon

Relativistic Turing Machine
Input Tape

Working Tape
Finite
Control

Start

Classical
Phase

Begin
“Infinity”

YES/NO signal
Relativistic Phase
(there can be more of them)

Theorem: RTMs recognize exactly the Δ2 class.

End

Classical
Phase
Halt

A relativistic implementation
of red-green computations
Falling
observer

Black Hole
An orbiting
red-green
computation

broadcasting
red or green
signals

Singularity

Inner Horizon

Extended Turing machine paradigm:
Any algorithmic process can be simulated
by an ITM/A
The Internet
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Conclusions
Three important characteristics of contemporary computing:
• potentially infinite computations
• interaction
• non-uniform (unpredictable) hardware/software evolution

Extending the notion of computation:

Classical computation

Modern computation

Potentially infinite evolutionary
A finite process whose
processes whose parameters
parameters are fixed
can change during the
before the start of
processing in an unpredictable
processing.
way in interaction with their
environment
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